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Introduction

Waitsburg has a proud equestrian heritage. This document details a proposal for equestrian use of the 
north and east side of the fairgrounds, including a renovation of Barn B (aka the Railroad Building), the 

construction of a new covered riding arena and an all-weather arena, as well as facility improvements. 

Through smart repurposing of existing materials, investment, and sweat equity, we can create a quality 

equine facility whose operation is cost-neutral and low-touch to the City of Waitsburg, will drive 

wholesome tourism in Waitsburg, and play a role in revitalizing the Fairgrounds as a multi-use center for 

recreation and entertainment.


What is being proposed?

This is a multi-faceted plan to build a sustainable equestrian center (name TBD) that Waitsburg can be 

proud of, and will set us apart as a high-quality destination for horse recreation in eastern Washington. A 

survey of local equestrians was conducted online from March 5-19, 2015 (see appendix 1) to better 

understand the needs of the community which clearly demonstrated the need for a multi-disciplinary 

equestrian facility to serve local riders and clubs in our area.


Primary activities include: 
• Recreational facility for equestrians to ride, attend riding clinics/seminars, and compete at small local-

level schooling shows and competitions.


• Coordination with 4-H, FFA, and other organizations to ensure that kids have access to recreation, 

mentoring or learning opportunities related to horses and livestock, as well as avenues for club 

fundraising at local equestrian events.

• Horse hotel/Short-term layup facility that would serve southeast Washington for equestrian travelers, 

horses with emergency health needs (founder cases, recovery from injury or surgery, etc) who require 

stall rest/convalescence and a level of care not available at any local facility. Critical care and infectious 
disease cases would be out of scope for this facility. 


• Year-round boarding facility for a handful of locals.


Our goals are threefold: 
1. Provide a horse-friendly environment where dedication to the welfare of the animals is priority. 

2. Create a resource that our community can be proud of, owned and operated by the people of 

Waitsburg.

3. Make Waitsburg a desirable destination for traveling horse people and equestrian tourism by creating 

a horse facility of exceptional quality, and offering events that draw people to our town.
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Financial gain will be a natural by-product of doing the first three things well.


This is an ambitious project which will require hard work, extensive fundraising, and is expected to begin 

modestly, with incremental improvements and strategic phased implementation to achieve the end goal.


Functional Requirements 

Stalls 

12’ x 12’ or larger stalls, some with outdoor runs


Dry level gravel base in stalls with rubber matting


Water troughs + access


Turnout Spaces 

Dry turnout paddocks


Grassy turnout areas for rotational grazing

Run-in shelter from the elements


Wood 3 rail fencing for pastures.


Water troughs + water access


Water for irrigation


Storage 

Hay storage / Secured feed area


Stall Bedding

Secure tack lockers, BYOL (bring your own lock)


Hanging Horse Blankets


Fridge for medications


Amenities 

Tack-up/Grooming stalls


Vetting area


Wash rack

Mounting blocks


Seating area


Designated Office/Reception Area


Riding Areas 

150’x250’ outdoor riding arena


150’x300’ covered arena with half-wall and 

professional footing, lights, mirrors and sprinkler 

system.


Round pen


Track surfaced with hogsfuel for improved 
footing, decreased soil erosion, and reduced 

weed maintenance.


Parking 

Widening of northwest entry/parking/RV area


Easy drive loop and trailer parking by arena


Level 10' access road along north perimeter for 

hay, feed, and supplies delivery

Overflow parking for events outside of the 

equestrian space (along school play fields)


Security 

Perimeter fencing and pin-accessed gate


Locking gates to secure delivery path


Replace external barn lights with solar 

movement-triggered security lights

Cameras to monitor animals and activity


Wifi access for security cameras and visitor 

access. 

Phases

Phase One will kickoff with the October 22 2016 work party, and will focus on cleaning up the existing 

buildings, renovating Barn B (also known as the Railroad building), and preparing the grounds for 
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pasture, leveled stalls, improved footing, and arenas. Phase one will be complete once fences, shelter 
areas, and clean-up is completed to a level where the grounds are safe and habitable with at least one 

barn and some pasture turnout available. The co-op will be established in phase one, with special 

recognition of our founding membership, donors and sponsors.


Phase Two will focus on completing the renovation of existing property, completing the fenced 

paddocks and outdoor arena, promotion of the facility for short-term stays, and fundraising for the 

covered arena.


Rendering of Barn B with awning removed and original windows and new dutch doors installed.


Phase Three will include the construction of the covered arena, stables completion, tweaking operations 

to maximize efficiencies, hiring employees as needed, and marketing use of the facility and our first 

sponsored event to people outside the area.


The Timeline of the phases will depend on resource availability, but we hope to have phase one 

completed by spring 2017, establish an outdoor riding area, and have the facility open to travelers in 

some capacity for the 2017 summer traveling season.


Safety & Access

Access to the equestrian area will be controlled to protect and contain the livestock, ensure human 

safety, and guarantee that appropriate use fees are paid.


• Regular use of the fairgrounds and monitoring will be the most effective deterrent to unsafe activities.


• The perimeter of the equestrian area will be fenced with minimum 5' no-climb fencing. 
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• A pin accessed electric gate will allow access for members and guests to the northeast entrance to the
equestrian area.  Digital entry pins will be distributed after payment for facility use is received online, or

in person, and managed on an ongoing basis. This gate will be opened for events as appropriate.

• The property will be monitored by live camera feed, and the guardians of animals onsite will be given the 

URL address to check on their animals when away from the property. In special situations, a caregiver 

may need to be on grounds overnight to monitor the animals in case of illness or special events.

• A northwest entrance and north exit gate into the barn area will be used to deliver hay and supplies,

and remain locked when not in active use.
• For the safety of humans and horses, non-threatening barriers will be created to prevent unsupervised

visitors from directly interacting with the horses.

• Human sized width gates or barriers will be used for all non-equestrian access points to the track to 

prevent unauthorized use of the riding facilities. Controlled access will be needed for maintenance 

and special event use.

• Special consideration and proactive planning will be needed to manage fireworks, drone use, or

unusual activities that would cause distress to the animals. As a general rule, horses accept activities
that they have positive exposure to, so exposing them to new stimulus in advance will be wise in

special event planning, and on-site monitoring will be arranged during special events.

• The equestrian center will be a no-smoking area.

• Liability: Signed waivers for all users of the facility and posting of explicit signage in keeping with

Washington RCW 4.24.540. (see appendix 2)

Pasture Management

Having access to turnout areas and pasture is what differentiates a beautiful horse-friendly environment 

from less desirable fairgrounds and layover facilities. By using rotational grazing methods, creating 
several small pastures instead of one large one, and having dry turnout/sacrifice areas we can ensure 

that pasture is available and used in a sustainable way.


In addition, converting bare areas into pasture will aid the fairgrounds property and city operations by: 
• Controlling soil erosion
• Reducing demand on city staff for weed management
• Choking out the current goat head weed infestation on the northwest corner of the property.

The proposed pasture grass is a quick grow mix of Ryegrass(es), Atlas Tall Fescue, Orchardgrass and 

Bluegrass. Sourced from Oregon and Idaho, this has proven to be a hearty drought resistant mix with 

excellent forage and is available from Seed Factory Northwest if an equal local alternative isn’t available.
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• Livestock will be let out to graze when pasture is 6”-8” tall.

• Pastures will be locked and closed for restoration when the grass is 3” or lower.

• In wet weather pastures will be closed and horses kept on paddock or sacrifice areas.

• Horse areas will be a no spray zone and pastures maintained by the horse group.

• Noxious weeds will be carefully monitored and removed.

Health Considerations


Medical Care & Infectious Disease Control 
All boarders (short or long term) are responsible for demonstrating that their horses are in good health. 

As part of the contract, they authorize the barn managers to bring in medical care as needed with 

payment made directly from boarder to vet at the time of service. Every effort will be made to contact the 

boarder prior to calling the vet, but when that isn't possible, the barn representative will work in the best 

interest of the horse. 


Horses with infectious diseases will not be allowed on the property, and the barn may close to new 
boarders in times of high-risk transmission outbreaks in horse communities. As a safety precaution, all 
traveling horses will be treated with universal precautions to ensure that transmission of infectious 
diseases do not occur. Specifically, stalls will be scrubbed down with disinfectant with the departure 
of each guest, water troughs and buckets will not be shared and will be scrubbed/disinfected once a 
week or after the departure of a guest and caution taken to prevent interaction between horses to 
prevent the transmission of disease.


Group turnout, while wonderful for horses’ social well-being, carries a higher risk of injuries. Sharing 

turnout paddocks between two or more horses will only be done with the express written permission of 

the owners. The city, equestrian center, or any people working for either of these entities will be held 

harmless by specific language in the rental contract.


Waste and Manure Management 


The appropriate management of manure is critical for any facility, but especially in a multi-use facility like 

the Waitsburg Fairgrounds. Manure is smelly, unsightly, and when left unmanaged, creates a breeding 
ground for bacteria and insect pests. This is our waste and manure management policy:


• Stalls will be lined with rubber mats to prevent urine and feces from soaking into the ground and lightly 

bedded with Nature’s Best Bedding Pellets or similar to reduce ammonia and other odors. This 
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product is 100%biodegradable, has a much higher absorbency rate than straw and shavings, and 
composts at a higher rate than the alternatives. We will have additional bedding on hand for purchase 
if anyone wishes bed heavily.


• Stalls will be mucked a minimum of twice daily for non-turnout horses.

• Pastures will be picked every 1-3 days.

• Arenas and parking areas will have muck buckets and forks available, and a clearly posted and

enforced poop pick-up policy. Riders who don’t comply with  the rules will lose access privileges.
• We will be using a 3-bin mature composting system which will confine waste materials and keep them

covered and isolated. By appropriately cultivating the microbial organisms present in the

decomposition cycle by controlling heat, moisture, and oxygen levels, we can convert this smelly

waste material into top quality gardening compost. The average composting cycle runs 120 days, and

by maintaining a 130-185 degree range for 3-4 of those days, we will destroy the weed seeds, fly

larvae, and plant pathogens. At the end of the composting cycle, the remaining compost will have

diminished to 1/3 the volume and will be available for use on the fairgrounds and to the community.

Pest control 

Maintaining a healthy non-toxic pest free environment is critical to creating a pleasant atmosphere for all. 

• We will use Arbico Organics Fly Eliminators to keep the fly population under control.

• Feed bins will be have secure lids and grain areas will be kept swept and clean to discourage mouse

and rat populations.
• To reduce the likelihood of possible EPM (Equine Protozoal Myeloencephalitis) infection of livestock by

contamination of water and food sources by wildlife, we will enclose the stabling and pasture areas
with 5 foot perimeter no-climb fencing. This may also be a deterrent to bored nocturnal youths.

Funding & Operational Budget Structure

Cooperative 

The Waitsburg equestrian center will, in the tradition of American granges and collective farming 

organizations, be founded as a cooperative, defined as “an autonomous association of people united 

voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly 

owned and democratically controlled business.” Our guidelines will follow these traditional cooperative 

principles:

• Voluntary and open membership

• Democratic member control

• Economic participation by members

• Autonomy and independence
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• Education, training and information

• Cooperation among cooperatives


• Concern for community


This co-op will be a solidarity cooperative. Solidarity cooperatives take different forms, but with the 

Waitsburg equestrian center that means we're owned and democratically controlled by customers and 

workers who have each purchased a share of the business. Members will enjoy discounts on access/

services and receive an annual cut of any profits in proportion to their financial or labor investment and 
patronage. Anyone can join.


Each of these owners gets one vote, and from amongst themselves elect a Board of Trustees to direct 

the organization. Owners provide input to, vote for, and comprise our Board and Nominating Committee, 

tying the co-op directly to the needs of our community. The person named as the primary account owner 

is the legal owner of that share for its lifetime, and is the only person who can make changes to the 

account, sign any election ballot, or choose to resign ownership and refund the share. Others in the 
immediate household are included in membership when listed on the account by name. People in the 

immediate household over the age of 16 may also choose to join as independent members for additional 

voting rights.


While everyone is welcome to join and support this organization, and enjoy dividends, voting rights are 

reserved for active members who utilize or actively support the facilities. E.g. Only boarders or people 

who work in the barns make decisions about the boarding operation. Only members who use or work 

the arena make decisions about its maintenance or management.


Owners also have access to educational and skill-building opportunities. Owners can participate in 

shaping the direction of the Co-op through our owner-elected Board of Trustees and the Trustee 

Nominating Committee.


Clubs, non-profits and interested organizations will also be allowed a special club membership which will 

grant them collectively one vote and access to discounted rental rates for club activities. Individual 
members of the these organizations are also welcome to join as independent members. 


The City of Waitsburg 

The details of the relationship and financial agreement between the Waitsburg equestrian center and the 

City of Waitsburg are open for negotiation. Obviously, the city should be compensated for allowing this 
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activity on their property, receive payment for utility costs, and benefit from any maintenance and 
improvement activities they and their staff contribute to the success of this endeavor.


At the same time, the property in its current state is unusable for responsible equestrian use without 

considerable investment for renovation, development, construction and operational expense. Being a 

city-owned property, some level of general maintenance would be expected at the same level as the city 

park, pool or other properties. Assuming that the city doesn’t have resources to finance the renovation to 

bring the property to the quality level needed to lease, some financial adjustment will be needed to 
compensate those investing in this endeavor, as they are unlikely to ever fully recoup their investment in 

the property improvements since it will remain on city property in perpetuity.


A standard lease contract between the cooperative and City of Waitsburg, with monthly payments 

adjusted to offset the cost of investment in property improvements seems the most sensible financial 

agreement.


The equestrian center will partner and coordinate with City of Waitsburg operations to ensure that the 

property maintains (or improves) it’s value, and is kept in good condition. In large, this operation is 

intended to be self-sufficient and reduce demands on city staff, but in cases where heavy equipment, 

contract use of penitentiary labor, or access to external funding that only the city can apply for is 

required, we will coordinate with the City of Waitsburg team with an understanding of operational 

capacity and budget constraints.


Use Fees & Payment  

This business will use online booking technology and payment as the primary method of collecting 

membership dues, boarding fees, and facility use fees. All fees are paid in advance. The website will also 

serve as the primary marketing tool. Access will be controlled and monitored through digital pin entry, 

and monitoring by security camera. When fees aren’t paid, members will be notified and pin access will 

be revoked.


We will coordinate with RV service facilitators with clear protocols in place to ensure that the facility is 
available to travelers who aren’t online. A Post Office Box will also be rented to accept checks and 

business correspondence.


 


Records will be kept digitally, accessible for viewing at any time on a shared drive, and reported regularly 

for complete transparency to the co-op members and staff.
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Local competitive analysis indicates the following fees are the norm:

• Monthly boarding fees at professional barns, $275-$350 per month 


includes access to arenas (indoor or outdoor depending on the facility)


full care facilities (food morning and night + blanket service)


on-property managers


• Daily stall rental is $25 (stall only, not bedded or cleaned), $15 with event rental of arena/property.

• Haul-in use of arena rental range from $10-$20 per horse for private facilities (non-exclusive)

• $45 per hour for the WW Fairgrounds (exclusive)

• Event rental is offered with two packages by the WW Fairgrounds, $500 or $700 per day for expo arena


Discounted rates for stalls additional


Discounted camping with hookup additional


$40 man hours and $45 man + equipment for additional or clean-up work


• Camping with hookup $25
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Appendix


Results of the Waitsburg Equestrians Survey 


Held 4 March 2016 8:26am through 19 March 2016 11:00a.m.


Methodology: 


The survey was designed to better understand the needs of our local community of equestrians. 

Specifically, the intent was to identify what types of riding disciplines they participate in, what facilities 

they have interest in using, what types of events they would like to see and/or participate in, and how 
that interest is likely to be supported by volunteerism, fundraising, and membership efforts.


Focus Group:


Horse people reached through Facebook campaign or e-mail who self-identified as living within 10 miles 

of Waitsburg, or who were from the area and willing to trailer in to ride at the Waitsburg Fairgrounds. 

Facebook campaign was surfaced (“reached” in Facebook terms) to 943 people, received 92 post clicks, 
and had 38 reactions (like, love), with 12 shares. E-mail was also sent to local horse people as well as 

key community members who could be counted on to help spread the word.


Those campaign efforts resulted in 108 people going to the online survey page (hosted at http://

www.dukeandremington.com/waitsburg-equestrians), where they saw the full survey form and this 

message:


“The City of Waitsburg is working on a plan to revitalize our Waitsburg Fairgrounds. If you are a horse 

person and live within 10 miles of Waitsburg, or would gladly travel to Waitsburg for horse activities, 

we'd love to get your thoughts! Please fill out the survey below:”


Of those 108 page views, 24 people completed the survey.


Two active local horse people who use both Dayton and Walla Walla Fairgrounds facilities regularly but 
do not use the internet were contacted offline and given paper versions of the survey to complete, for a 

total of 26 surveys completed.


Overview:
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We have a diverse group of equestrians who participate in a wide variety of equestrian sports. The 
largest poll segment lists “trail riding” as their primary riding activity, followed by an equal division 

between a variety of Western and English disciplines, with Dressage and Barrel Racing being the top 

two. This diversity speaks to the need to develop adaptable ground and versatile facilities which can be 

enjoyed by all. While only two people identified a primary riding discipline which involve cattle, 50% 

enjoy some form of cattle work (Cutting, Ranch Sorting, Roping, or Working Cow Horse) as a secondary 

riding interest.


Our riders invest in their horsemanship, with more than half being active competitors, another 15% 

aspiring to compete, and nearly 3/4 participating in clinics, lessons, or ongoing training. Members of the 

Blue Mountain Riders, Walla Walla Pony Club, Valley Girls Barrel Racing Association, and Blue Mountain 

Dressage & Combined Training participated in the survey and several expressed interest in utilizing the 

facility for their club events. This suggests the need to design the equestrian area to support learning 

opportunities, competitive events, and bodes well for drawing people from a variety of different 

equestrian social networks from outside the area to come participate in events.


The largest facility need is clearly adequate riding arenas, with 96% requesting a Covered Arena, 

followed closely by an All Weather Outdoor arena, 61% would like a Warm-up arena (note the strong 

correlation to competitive riders), 42% would like access to a Round Pen, and 32% a Dressage Court. 

The inability to use the existing Don Thomas Building due to poor footing or lack of access was also a 

trend in the Comment section. Half of the polled also requested access to riding trails which introduces 

an intriguing use and opportunity for the surrounding area. Other amenities desired by >15% of the 

riders include Wash Rack, Arena Mirrors, Jumps, Roping Chutes, and Grazing/Turn Out areas.


42% of people polled would explicitly like to have horse boarding options (Short Term, Full Board, or 

Lay-up) available, and the percentage jumps to 69% if you include people who requested RV hook-up 

and Dry Camping which would seem to imply an overnight stay requiring some sort of stabling for their 

horses.


100% are willing to lend their support through at least one of the following: volunteerism, fundraising 
efforts, and/or membership or use fees. 81% expressed willingness to do all three.


Below are the survey results by percentages, and comments from participants:


What is your primary riding discipline? * (one answer allowed)


31%  Trail Riding
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19%  Barrel Racing, Dressage

4%  English Equitation, Eventing, Gaming/Gymkana, Reining, Roping, Vaquero, 	Western Pleasure 

Show, Working Cow Horse


0%  (No responders) Combined Driving, CX, Drill Team, Endurance, Fox Hunting, Hunter/Jumpers, 

Parade, Para-Equestrian, Polo, Ranch Sorting,Saddle Seat, Show Jumping, Vaulting


What other riding do you enjoy? (multiple answers allowed)


35%  Ranch Sorting

27%  Trail Riding


23%  Roping


19%  Dressage, Gaming/Gymkhana, Hunter/Jumpers


15%  Barrel Racing, Parade


11%  Cutting, English Equitation, Eventing, Reining, Show Jumping, Vaquero, Western Pleasure Show, 

Working Cow Horse


8%  Combined Driving, Drill Team

4%  CX, Endurance


0%  (No responders) Fox Hunting, Para-Equestrian, Polo, Saddle Seat, Vaulting,


Do you compete? *


58%  Yes


27%  No


15%  Not currently, but plan to in the future.


Do you participate in lessons, ongoing training, or riding clinics? *


73%  Yes


27%  No


What facilities would you like to have access to in Waitsburg? *


96% Covered Arena


92% Outdoor All-Weather Arena

61% Warm up Area


50% Trails


46% Wash rack


42% Round Pen, Arena Mirrors


38% Short-Term Horse Care (vacation care, visitors)


35% RV Hookup, Dry Camping
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30% Dressage Court, Roping Chutes

27% Emergency Lay-up Stabling


19% Jump Standards, Mounting Area, Self-care Boarding, Grazing/Turnout Areas


15% Cross Country Course


11% Club House, Full Service Boarding, Hot Walker, Race Track


Would you be willing to contribute volunteer hours to have access to these facilities? *


92% Yes

8% No


Would you be willing to help with fundraising to have access to these facilities? *


88% Yes


12% No


Would you be willing to pay a membership fee or use fee to have access to these facilities? *

96% Yes


4% No


What types of activities would be fun for you to participate in? *


88% Arena Riding


77% Riding Clinics


42% Lessons, Rodeo Events, Schooling Shows


38% Kids Events

31% Ropings


27% Competitive Showing, Other


23% Relays,Hacking out


19% Races


Would you like to join our emailing list to receive information and stay involved in this project? *


85% Yes, please.

8% No thanks.


7% N/A


What else would you like us to consider?


Patti Jo Amerein: “ This is a wonderful idea!”
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Sandra Farley: At this point in time the indoor building is not available for equestrian use. This is 
frustrating when a local facility is not available for its original intent.


Sonya Glaus: “Primarily interested in working equitation and ranch sorting. Have daughters interested 

also in jumping and barrels.”


Jody Hill:  “I am president of the Blue Mountain Riders. On our March 7th meeting I presented your 

request to our club. The comments were as follows: The current arena is too small for horse events and 

drill team activities so a new arena would need to be built. We would enjoy bringing our horse activities 

to your facility given it had adequate room for the many activities our club enjoys. The driving group has 
been searching for a safe place to work our horses under cart. Trail obstacles, horse soccer matches 

and cowboy racing would also interest us.”


KC Kuykendall: “I would like to see a public/private partnership developed in the form of a Waitsburg/

Touchet Valley Horse & Livestock Club (501C3) that could manage the portion of fairgrounds dedicated 

to equestrian/livestock events; fundraising, membership fees, & volunteer coordination; events and 

grounds maintenance. Equestrian facilities could include some limited number of stalls for boarding plus 

stalls for hall-in events; washrack, roundpen, small enclosed riding pen for lessons, lunge-line work, and 
confined ground work, as well as a larger outdoor arena (150'x250' metal panel arena with turn-back 

pen/chute) for use for team roping, team penning, barrel racing, sheep trials, gymkana's, shows, and 

clinics). Non-equestrian live stock facilities would support an already strong 4H and FFA community and 

events. Other portions of the fairgrounds could be dedicated/reserved for uses other than horse/

livestock, including public arts/entertainment events, sports, private gatherings, sustainable agri-

business activities including bee-keeping for honey, community garden, cider press, composting, 

custom wine/beer making, craft making, etc.”


Michelle Long: “A few random thoughts. *15 years ago the 4H club had a fenced 100x100 arena on the 
infield in front of the grandstands. It was dirt but the Lions club put a water line over so they could water 

it. *Competitive Trail Riding is pretty big in the area. A few permanent obstacles would be nice.*Walla 

Walla has a nice indoor, but it is booked up and quite expensive. Their outdoor lacks decent footing. 

They have decent stabling. *Dayton has both an indoor and outdoor but neither has been maintained 

very well. The indoor footing is dirty/dusty and doesn't hold moisture well. The stabling is limited. *What 

the area could use is a great all weather outdoor. Our fairgrounds are in a beautiful setting and we have a 

stabling that while it needs some work isn't that bad. We have a great central location that could draw 
from (and used to) Lewiston/Yakima/Tricities as well as the valley. *I would love to see this facility put 

back to work for the community. I have show experience as both competitor and management (USEF/

USDF recognized shows) and would be willing to help in anyway to make this happen. Then I wouldn't 

have to haul 30 miles to work my horse!”
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Cindy Standring: “I used to have a trail course, dressage arena, and jumps set up at my place. It was 
always fun. Easy to keep up and maintain. Since I moved to my new farm I don't have time anymore. 

Just trail riding.”


Linda Vannoster: “The current indoor arena has very bad footing and really not a safe facility. The race 

track was one of the best in the state for starting young horses to race, but has been let go. The barns 

are trashed pretty much and not safe. The area inside the race track would make a great arena if the 

irrigation could be reworked.”


Suze Wood: " I would love to have an equestrian facility available locally that's on par with other facilities 
I've boarded and ridden at including stables, covered riding arenas with professional footing, trail 

access, and the standard amenities that create an optimal healthy environment for horses and their 

riders. The lack of riding facilities in Waitsburg mean that local riders have to trailer nearly 50 miles round 

trip to have access to an decent indoor arena. The fairgrounds has so much potential to serve the needs 

of our area's horse community as well as drive equestrian tourism through clinics, events, and 

competitions. I'd like to explore various funding models (co-op, non-profit, private/public partnerships 

and fundraising) to determine how to make equestrian use of the Waitsburg Fairgrounds sustainable and 
benefit our community."


2.  RCW 4.24.540 

Limitations on liability for equine activities—Exceptions.


(1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, an equine activity sponsor or an equine 

professional shall not be liable for an injury to or the death of a participant engaged in an equine activity, 

and, except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, no participant nor participant's representative 

may maintain an action against or recover from an equine activity sponsor or an equine professional for 
an injury to or the death of a participant engaged in an equine activity.


(2)(a) RCW 4.24.530 and 4.24.540 do not apply to the horse racing industry as regulated in chapter 67.16 

RCW.


(b) Nothing in subsection (1) of this section shall prevent or limit the liability of an equine activity sponsor 

or an equine professional:


(i) If the equine activity sponsor or the equine professional:


(A) Provided the equipment or tack and the equipment or tack caused the injury; or

(B) Provided the equine and failed to make reasonable and prudent efforts to determine the ability of the 

participant to engage safely in the equine activity, determine the ability of the equine to behave safely 

with the participant, and determine the ability of the participant to safely manage the particular equine;


(ii) If the equine activity sponsor or the equine professional owns, leases, rents, or otherwise is in lawful 

possession and control of the land or facilities upon which the participant sustained injuries because of a 
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dangerous latent condition which was known to or should have been known to the equine activity 
sponsor or the equine professional and for which warning signs have not been conspicuously posted;


(iii) If the equine activity sponsor or the equine professional commits an act or omission that constitutes 

willful or wanton disregard for the safety of the participant and that act or omission caused the injury;


(iv) If the equine activity sponsor or the equine professional intentionally injures the participant;


(v) Under liability provisions as set forth in the products liability laws; or


(vi) Under liability provisions in chapter 16.04, *16.13, or * 16.16 RCW.


3. Walla Walla Fairgrounds Rental Policy 

• PLAN I $700 Expo ground worked as per your request-not to exceed 4 times. Restrooms cleaned, 

seats swept. Lights on for 14 hours, additional at hourly rates. Announcers booth with 2 tables.


Covered/Uncovered arena for warm up only.


One Fairgrounds arena staff on grounds for a minimum of 8 hours. If staff is requested on grounds 

after or beyond 8 hours, it will be at the hourly rate of $43 per man hour. Fairgrounds to determine 

Plan in accordance to size of show. Barrel Racing Jackpots—additional $50

• PLAN II $500 Jackpot Show. Ground worked once in the morning . Restrooms cleaned. Lights on for 

14 hours, additional at hourly rates. Announcers booth with 2 tables. Covered/Uncovered arena for 

warm up only. No Fairgrounds arena staff. Fairgrounds to determine Plan in accordance to size of 

show. Barrel Racing Jackpots—additional $50


• OVERNIGHT CATTLE ON GROUNDS MUST BE PRE-APPROVED. FEE TO BE DETERMINED.

• Uncovered Arena and/or Covered Arena : $180 Watered and worked once. Any extra workings of arena 

will be done at $43 per man hour and $45 per machine hour.

• Expo Hourly Rates : $40 per hour. $45 per Hour with cattle. No judging, timing or contest, entry fee, or 

admission charge of any kind.


• Exhibitors Show Office $100 per day . Phone for local calls only. Office must be cleaned, trash 

removed, desks put back in original locations. No use of backroom or any equipment. Equipped with 

desk, tables & chairs. Available October 1st– July 1st only.

• Stalls : $12 per stall, per day with event rental. You furnish bedding & clean within 48 hours of event 

ending. If you have someone cleaning for you, please provide the Fairgrounds with their contact 

information.

• Stalls $ 25 per stall, per day, non-event


• Camping: $15 per hook-up per night. (When renting Expo/Plan I or II) 


• Camping (Non-event) $25.00 per night


• Camping (36 or more campers) Contact Office to be determined

• Tractor/Equipment $45.00 per hour

• Man Hours $43.00 per hour
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